
WELCOME TO 
THE MOVEMENT

GAMERESS
VOLUNTEER 
ROLES

Visit us at www.gameress.com // check out our affiliates at www.gameress.com/affiliates

For inquiries, email info@gameress.com

L E T ' S  M A K E  A  D I F F E R E N C E  T O G E T H E R



@Gameress

@Gameress

@Gameress

Spread the word. Tell your friends, share

Gameress posts and events. 

Manage social events and works directly

with the Gameress Liaisons to promote

upcoming events on social media.

Manage Community Wizards and show

leadership within the team.

Work with the Master of Games and the

Vixen of Buzz on ideation.

Raises concerns to the Gameress Liaison.

Make a difference in the gaming

community.

Can use "Official Gameress Affiliate" title

in your social media.

Free Affiliate Shirt.

Eligible for quarterly prizes.

Personalized promotional code for the

Gameress store.

A feature on our Affiliates page located on

our website, which includes your name,

role, and a link to your social media

account. 

Letter of recommendation* 

Gameress Affiliate Roles

Responsibilities

The Chief Healer (CH) is the glue that holds

all teams together. The CH works with the

Master of Games to create a schedule of

events for the community and moderates the

live stream events. The CH also oversees the

Community Wizards to ensure active

engagement and works directly with the

Gameress Liaison to report on updates and

activity across the Gameress communities. 

Experience with live streaming on

Twitch/Mixer.

Experience with Discord is a plus.

Experience with Facebook/Groups

Excellent communication and

organizational skills.

Self-motivated.

Experience leading and coordinating.

Team player.

Professional and motivational.

Visit us at www.gameress.com

For inquiries, email info@gameress.com

Chief Healer / Shadow Healer
Description

Requirements
Perks

*If applicable, letter of recommendation is dependent on performance and subject to review.

Check our
socials for
openings



@Gameress

@Gameress

@Gameress

Make a difference in the gaming

community.

Can use "Official Gameress Affiliate" title

in your social media.

Free Affiliate Shirt.

Eligible for quarterly prizes.

Personalized promotional code for the

Gameress store.

A feature on our Affiliates page located on

our website, which includes your name,

role, and a link to your social media

account. 

Letter of recommendation* 

The Chief Robot Whisperer (CRW) is the

Discord engineer. The CRW designs the

Discord Server to work efficiently, remains

organized and user-friendly for Discord

members. This includes managing channels,

bot creations and removals and server

administration duties.

Chief Robot Whisperer
Responsibilities

Spread the word. Tell your friends, share

Gameress posts and events.

Be professional at all times and welcoming

of all types of people. We pride ourselves in

being inclusive.

Works with the Discord Overlord to keep

the group active and engaged.

Visit us at www.gameress.com

For inquiries, email info@gameress.com

Experience with Discord.

Self-motivated and creative.

Good communication and organizational

skills.

Description

Requirements Perks

Gameress Affiliate Roles

*If applicable, letter of recommendation is dependent on performance and subject to review.

Check our
socials for
openings



@Gameress

@Gameress

@Gameress

The Community Wizard (CW) is able to act as

the face and voice of our brand and manage

all community communications. The CW is a

key member in uniting the community in

innovative ways. They serve the purpose of

building and creating a space where girls and

women can come together and continue to

show their passion for video games. 

Spread the word. Tell your friends, share

Gameress posts and events.

Actively engages the community with

memes, game challenges and polls.

Works with other Community Wizards to

implement ideas for engagement (Selfie

Sundays, Watch Parties, Welcoming New

Members).

Seeks methods to increase group

membership.

Moderates discussions/posts.

Make a difference in the gaming

community.

Can use "Official Gameress Affiliate" title

in your social media.

Free Affiliate Shirt.

Eligible for quarterly prizes.

Personalized promotional code for the

Gameress store.

A feature on our Affiliates page located on

our website, which includes your name,

role, and a link to your social media

account. 

Letter of recommendation* 

For Facebook: familiarity with Watch Party.

Good communication and organizational

skills. Self-motivated, consistent and

outgoing.

Can use Discord.

Professional at all times and welcoming of

all types of people. We pride ourselves in

being inclusive.

Visit us at www.gameress.com

For inquiries, email info@gameress.com

Community Wizard
Description

Requirements

Responsibilities

Perks

Gameress Affiliate Roles

*If applicable, letter of recommendation is dependent on performance and subject to review.

Check our
socials for
openings



@Gameress

@Gameress

@Gameress

Make a difference in the gaming

community.

Free Affiliate Shirt.

Eligible for quarterly prizes.

Can use "Official Gameress Affiliate" title

in your social media.

Personalized promotional code for the

Gameress store.

A feature on our Affiliates page located on

our website, which includes your name,

role, and a link to your social media

account. 

Letter of recommendation** 

Spread the word. Tell your friends, share

Gameress posts and events.

One video every three months*

Leverages ideas from the community or

blog for content (ex: streaming tips or

featuring a Gameress follower).

Works with the Chief Healers on content

ideas and execution.

Responsibilities

Gameress Affiliate Roles

The Content Guardian (CG) curates content

to be officially published on the Gameress

Youtube / Tik Tok/ Instagram channels. This

includes reaching out to girls and women who

play video games and gathering clips that can

be used for feature videos, content for

interviews with a Twitch or Mixer streamer or

coverage of a convention to name a few.

Knowledgeable about Tik Tok, Instagram

and Youtube.

Good communication and organizational

skills. Self-motivated, consistent, creative 

 and outgoing.

Can use Discord.

Professional at all times and welcoming of

all types of people. We pride ourselves in

being inclusive.

Vloggers are a plus.

Visit us at www.gameress.com

For inquiries, email info@gameress.com

Content Guardian
Description

Requirements
Perks

**If applicable, letter of recommendation is dependent on performance and subject to review.

*Subject to change

Check our
socials for
openings



@Gameress

@Gameress

@Gameress

Make a difference in the gaming

community.

Can use "Official Gameress Affiliate" title

in your social media.

Personalized promotional code for the

Gameress store.

Free Affiliate Shirt.

Eligible for quarterly prizes.

A feature on our Affiliates page located on

our website, which includes your name,

role, and a link to your social media

account. 

Letter of recommendation* 

The Discord Overlord (DO) manages the

Discord Server. The DO identifies and

explores ways to connect with the members

and works with the Community Wizards to

increase membership and engagement. The

DO partners with the Facebook team and

promotes Gameress events throughout

relevant channels and platforms.

Spread the word. Tell your friends, share

Gameress posts and events. 

Be professional at all times and welcoming

of all types of people. We pride ourselves in

being inclusive.

Works with the Community Wizards in an

effort to keep the group engaged and

participating within channels.

Reach out to various Discord Servers for

collaborative project and/or events.

Gameress Affiliate Roles

Experience with Discord.

Self-motivated and creative.

Good communication and organizational

skills.

Visit us at www.gameress.com

For inquiries, email info@gameress.com

Discord Overlord
Description

Requirements

Responsibilities

Perks

*If applicable, letter of recommendation is dependent on performance and subject to review.

Check our
socials for
openings



@Gameress

@Gameress

@Gameress

Make a difference in the gaming

community.

Can use "Official Gameress Affiliate" title

in your social media.

Personalized promotional code for the

Gameress store.

Free Affiliate Shirt.

Eligible for quarterly prizes.

A feature on our Affiliates page located on

our website, which includes your name,

role, and a link to your social media

account. 

Letter of recommendation** 

Spread the word. Tell your friends, share

Gameress posts and events.

Work with a Chief Healer on event

scheduling and execution.

Host on the official Gameress Twitch

channel twice a month.

Be professional at all times and welcoming

of all types of people. We pride ourselves in

being inclusive.Experience with live streaming.

(Twitch/Mixer) and Discord.

Broad collection of popular video games.

Good  communication and organizational

skills.

Self-motivated.

Experience hosting online events and

Challonge is a plus.

The Master of Games (MoG) is responsible for

creating and executing at least one event

every three months.* The event can be a

community event where anyone can join to

play (ex: Jackbox Party) or a tournament.

There are two MoG's per platform.

Visit us at www.gameress.com

For inquiries, email info@gameress.com

Master of Games
Description

Requirements

Responsibilities

Perks

**If applicable, letter of recommendation is dependent on performance and subject to review.

Gameress Affiliate Roles

*Subject to change

Check our
socials for
openings



@Gameress

@Gameress

@Gameress

The Vixen of Buzz (VoB) is a social media guru.

The VoB generates ideas regarding

merchandise, brand awareness and viral

marketing. The VoB works with the Chief

Healer to review and implement them (upon

approval from the Gameress Liaison). The

VoB  identifies community concerns and

opportunities for improvement.

Make a difference in the gaming

community.

Can use "Official Gameress Affiliate" title

in your social media.

Personalized promotional code for the

Gameress store.

Free Affiliate Shirt.

Eligible for quarterly prizes.

A feature on our Affiliates page located on

our website, which includes your name,

role, and a link to your social media

account. 

Letter of recommendation* 

Responsibilities

Gameress Affiliate Roles

Spread the word. Tell your friends, share

Gameress posts and events.

Work with a Chief Healer on idea

approvals and implementation.

Come up with fun ideas and ways to

implement them.

Be professional at all times and welcoming

of all types of people. We pride ourselves in

being inclusive.

Experience with Discord.

Good  communication and organizational

skills.

Self-motivated and strategic.

Experience with marketing and social

media a plus.

Visit us at www.gameress.com

For inquiries, email info@gameress.com

Vixen of Buzz
Description

Requirements
Perks

*If applicable, letter of recommendation is dependent on performance and subject to review.

Check our
socials for
openings



@Gameress

@Gameress

@Gameress

The Wordsmith (WS) is a Gameress blogger.

The WS will cover unique perspectives of the

video game industry such as esports, cosplay,

tutorials and recipes for gaming fuel (snacks)

and other innovative ideas that will be

showcased on the Gameress Blog.

The WS thinks outside the box and leverages

the Gameress community to generate

content.

Spread the word. Tell your friends, share

Gameress posts and events.

Be professional at all times and welcoming

of all types of people. We pride ourselves in

being inclusive.

One post every two months.

Receive approval from the Gameress

Liaison on topic and publishing.

Blog post must contain 500-1,750 words.

Make a difference in the gaming

community.

Can use "Official Gameress Affiliate" title

in your social media.

Personalized promotional code for the

Gameress store.

Free Affiliate Shirt.

Eligible for quarterly prizes.

A feature on our Affiliates page located on

our website, which includes your name,

role, and a link to your social media

account. 

Letter of recommendation* 

Can use Discord.

Excellent writing skills. 

Good research skills.

Self-motivated and creative.

Experience with blogging is a plus.

Visit us at www.gameress.com

For inquiries, email info@gameress.com

Wordsmith
Description

Requirements

Responsibilities

Perks

Gameress Affiliate Roles

*If applicable, letter of recommendation is dependent on performance and subject to review.

Check our
socials for
openings


